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ABSTRACT 
Extrapolation algorithms are used for accelerating scalar or vector sequences. 
They are also used for solving systems of linear and nonlinear equations. These 
algorithms are expressed in terms of a ratio of two determinants, asthe E-algorithm 
and the general recursive projection algorithm (GRPA). In this paper we define the 
matrix extrapolation problem and we use the Schur complement and the Sylvester 
identity for solving this problem; we give two transformations, equivalent o the 
E-algorithm and the G]~PA, for the matrix case. We give also a characterization f their 
kernels. © Elsevier Science Inc., 1997 
1. INTRODUCTION 
First let us recall the definition and the construction of  the extrapolation 
algorithms in the scalar and the vector cases. The basic idea of linear 
extrapolation processes is to assume that the sequence (s,,) to be extrapolated 
behaves like 
i=k 
s =s ,  -- Za ,  g i (n ) ,  n = 0,1 . . . . .  (1.1) 
i=1 
where the sequences (gi(n))  are given, and to take s as the extrapolated 
value of s n. In general s is an approximate value of the limit of the sequence 
(s n) if it converges or an approximate value of its antilimit if it diverges. 
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We assume that (s , )  is a scalar sequence, so s can be computed by 
solving the following linear system: 
i=k 
mSn+j = E a, Agi(n +j) ,  j = 0, 1 . . . . .  k - 1. (1.2) 
i=1  
Then the value of s obtained by solving the preceding system depends on the 
indexes n and k, and it has been denoted by ek(s,). It has been shown in [3] 
that ek(s .) can be written as a ratio of two determinants 
ek(s . )  = 
s.  g , ( - )  .-. gk (n)  
As n Agl (n  ) -.. mgk(n ) 
As,+a_t  Agl (n+k-  1) --. Agk(n+k-1)  
Agl ( 'g l ) .  " ' "  Agk(n  ) 
IAgl (n + k - 1) --" Agk(n + k - 1) 
, (1 .3)  
where A is defined as follows: Agi(n + j)  = gi(n + j + 1) -- g~(n + j). 
This formalism is quite general, since it includes many well-known 
sequence transformations which are used to accelerate the convergence of 
the sequence (Sn); see [3]. For computing ek(s .) recursively without comput- 
ing the determinants appearing in (1.3), Brezinski gives in [3] the E- 
algorithm. This algorithm is defined as follows: 
ALGORITHM A1. 
~,(n) e(on)=sn, ~,0 ,~=gi (n ) ,  n=0,1  . . . .  and i=1,2  . . . . .  k. 
For m= 1 . . . . .  k and n =0,1  . . . . .  
IX ,,(n) 
~m-- 1 
~,,t - 1 m tr (n)  1, m" 
6m- -  1, m 
For i = m + 1 . . . . .  k, 
Ag(m"~_l,, g•"•  = g~m ~- g(m n~- 1,,o" m,~ 1.i Ag(m,)l,m 
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Here A operates on the upper indices. It has been proved in [3] that 
e~ ") = ek(s,). Theory and applications of the extrapolation algorithms are 
studied in [7]. 
Let us now consider the case where the sequence (s,) to be extrapolated 
is a sequence of vectors of C P. An extrapolation method consists in assuming 
that (1.1) holds, where the sequences (gi(n)) are vector sequences, and 
computing s ~ C P. Let y be an arbitrary vector; then (1.2) gives 
i=k  
<y, As,,+j} = Ea, (y ,  Ag , (n+j )} ,  j=0 ,1  . . . . .  k - l ,  (1.4) 
i=1 
and again the value of s obtained from (1.1) and (1.4) can be expressed as a 
ratio of two determinants [3], 
(y, Ash+k-l} 
~(s . )  
s. g , (n)  "" g~( , )  
(y,As,> (y,Agl(n)> "" (y,  Agk(n)> 
< y, ag , ( .  + k - 1)> < y, ag~(, ,  + k - 1)> 
< < Y, ~gl(n)>. "'" < Y, Agk(n)> 
y,  Ag l (n  + k - 1)> "'" ( y, Agk(n  + k - 1)} 
(1.5) 
where ( , > denotes the scalar product in C P. As in the scalar case, a general 
recursive algorithm, the vector E-algorithm, to avoid the computation of the 
determinants in (1.5) is given by Brezinski [3]: 
ALGORITHM m2, 
7,(n) 
~(n)  = Sn  ' ~0, i = gi (n) ,  
For m= 1 . . . . .  k and n =0,1  . . . . .  
~(n) = ~(n) 
m m - 1 
For i = m + 1 . . . . .  k ,  
8m-- l , i  
n = 0,1 . . . .  and i = 1,2 . . . . .  k. 
if, m- l /  ~Tn )
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By using the Sylvester determinant identity [5, 8, 21], it has been proved in 
[3] that ~k(s,) = g(k ")- 
Other extrapolation algorithms for vector sequences are given in [15, 18, 
23, 25]. Let us consider the algorithm studied in [18]. Let {Yq+l . . . . .  Yq+k} 
be a set of linearly independent vectors of C P, where q is a fixed integer. 
From (1.1) we have 
i=k 
As, = Ea~Ag, (n ) ,  n =0,1  . . . . .  (1.6) 
i=1 
and if we multiply (1.6) scalarly by yq +j, we get the following system: 
i=k 
(yq+j, As,,) = ~_~a,(yq+j,kg,(n)}, j = 1 . . . . .  k. (1.7) 
i=1 
If ~k(s,) is the corresponding approximation of s, it can be expressed as a 
ratio of two determinants [18], 
If Sn 
Yq+ 1, ASh) 
Yq+k Ash> 
g, (~)  ... g~(~) 
(y , ,+ , t ,g , (n )> .-- (yq+i ,ag~(n)> 
i 
y,,+i, ag , (n ) )  --- (yq+l ,agk(n)}  
y , ,+k,ag~(, )> .-. (yq+~,ag~( , )> 
(1.8) 
For computing (1.8) recursively the following algorithm, called the general 
recursive projection algorithm (GaPA), can be used [18]: 
ALGORITHM A3. 
~(n) = O~0(n) 1,(n) ~(0 "~ =s . ,  ~0~ g, (n) ,  = as,,. = Ag , (n ) ,  '~0, i 
n =0,1  . . . .  and i = 1,2 . . . . .  k. 
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Form= 1 . . . . .  k and n =0,1  . . . . .  
, / , ,  or(n) "~ 
~0') = ~(n) \ ~/q+ . . . .  -1  / ~(mn) 
~m-1-  (, ; - - ' -h ( -~- -  ~ 1 . . . .  
\ f fq+m,  m- l ,m/  
< Yq+ .... O/~r~') 1 > h(n) ~',,,~'(") = a~")- I  . . . . .  <.-Z-;------ , , , -1 .  ,,," 
< Yq+ .... hm- l , , , , )  
For i = m + 1, . . . ,  k, 
F(n) "~ 
~(n) .  = ~,(n) -- < Yq+m.  ~m- l . i /  "g(n) 
~(n)  fgm - l, m, 
. . . . .  ~ , , , - l ,~  <Yq+ .... ~ .m- l . , , , )  
• h(,,)  ,, 
--  J q ~  - -  - -  _'" h(n)  h(,O ' = h(n) ~ + m, m-  ] i" 
m.,  m - 1, i / h ( .  ) \ ,,, - 1, ,,, • 
\ Yq+,n,  ,n - l , ,n /  
We have ~n) = ~k(Sn)" It has been proved in [18, 19] that the transforma- 
tion (1.8) covers many known extrapolation methods such as the minimal 
polynomial extrapolation (MPE) [9], the reduced rank extrapolation (RRE) 
[12], the modified minimal polynomial extrapolation (MMPE) [2, 25], and the 
vector composite transformation [6]. These methods have applications in 
solving systems of linear and nonlinear equations [15, 18, 19, 23, 25]. 
REMARK 1.1. Let us denote by Yk and Gk, ,, the matrices whose columns 
are respectively Yq+l . . . . .  Yq+k and g l (n )  . . . . .  gk (n) .  With this notation, 
~k(s,) can be written in matrix form as 
s,, ck° (y :  = - AG~. , )  Yk  As , .  
We denote by AiSk . .  (i = 1,2) the matrix whose columns are 
Ns . . . . . .  Nsn+k_ I. It has been shown in [18, 19] that the MMPE method is 
given by the choice q = 0 and Gk. ,, = ASk, .; the RRE method is given by 
the choice q = 0, Gk,,, = ASk,,,, and Yk = A2Sk.  n; and the MPE method is 
given by the choice q = 0, Gk,. = ASk,., and Yk = A St, ` n. 
In [1], Brezinski shows the strong connection between Schur comple- 
rnents and many scalar and vector sequence transformations which are 
defined as a ratio of two determinants. Recently Salam [24] defined the 
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extrapolation problem in a noneommutative algebra, and he used designants 
for obtaining some algorithms. The aim of this paper is to define the matrix 
extrapolation and give the construction of two algorithms equivalent o 
Algorithms A2 and A3 for the matrix case. 
In Section 2, we shall give the definition of the Schur complements and 
some variants of the quotient property [11]. In Section 3, we shall define the 
matrix extrapolation, give two transformations equivalent to (1.5) and (1.8), 
show how to compute them reeursively, and give also some results about heir 
kernels. 
2. SCHUR COMPLEMENTS AND SYLVESTER'S IDENTITIES 
In past years Sehur complements have received much attention. They 
have many applications in computing inertias of matrices and in tests for 
positive definiteness [10]; they also arise in statistics [22] among other fields. 
They have been proved to be the basis for a common derivation of the 
determinantal identities [8]. A generalization f the Schur complement intro- 
duced in [16] was proved to be useful in deriving an extension of Sylvester's 
identity [21]. In [1], Brezinski shows the strong connection between Schur 
complements and many sequence transformations for the scalar and the 
vector cases. In [18], the Schur formula was used for obtaining Algorithm A3. 
The Schur complement can be used for every transformation which can be 
expressed as a ratio of two determinants. In this section we will recall the 
definition of the Schur complements [1, 10, 11, 13, 14, 16, 17, 21, 22], give 
two variants of the quotient property, and show how to obtain two variants of 
the Sylvester identity for the matrix case. 
Let M be a matrix partitioned into four blocks 
where the submatrix D is assumed to be square and nonsingular. The Sehur 
complement of D in M, denoted by (M/D) ,  is defined by 
( M/D)  = A - BD-1C. (2.9,) 
When M is square we have 
]MI 
] (M/D)  J = IDI ' (2.3) 
where [. I denotes a determinant. 
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REMARK 2.1. Assuming that the matrix D given in (2.1) is nonsingular, 
from (2.3) we see that (M/D)  is nonsingular if and only if M is nonsingular. 
Let us remark that having the nonsingular square submatrix D in the 
lower right-hand corner of M is a matter of convention. We can similarly 
define the Schur complements 
(M/A)  = D - CA- IB ,  
(M/B)  = C - DB-  1A, 
(M/C)  = B - AC-1D,  
Now let us give some properties of the Schur complements. It is easy to 
show that 
LEMMA 2.1. Assuming that the fol lowing Schur complements are well 
defined, then we have 
(2.4) 
Now let us consider the matrix K partitioned as 
K= C D , (2.7) 
G H 
and let M be the matrix defined by (2.1). Assume that A and M are square 
nonsingular matrices. Then Crabtree and Haynsworth [11] proved the follow- 
ing theorem 
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THEOREM 2.1 (The quotient property). 
(K /M)  = ( ( K/A) / (  M/A)  ). (2.s) 
This result can be written as follows: 
B B -1 -([cA .1/~)([~ ~1/a) (I~ ~l/~)-~.9~ 
Now let us give the first Sylvester identity in the matrix case. 
THEOREM 2.2. 
and (2.1). If M and A are nonsingular matrices, then we have 
Let K and M be the matrices defined respectively by (2.7) 
(K /M)= a B M 
C D 
:]/A) 
(2.10) 
This result is obtained from (2.4) and (2.9). Now we will give a variant of 
the quotient property: 
THEOREM 2.3. 
and (2.1). If M and C are nonsingular, then we have 
(K/M) = ((~:/C)/(M/C)) 
(I~ ~1/~) -(I~ ~1/~)~,~, ([~ 
Let K and M be the matrices defined respectively by (2.7) 
(2.1:) 
Proof. We have by definition 
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We know that if M and C are nonsingular then (M/C) is also nonsingular 
and we have [13] 
M-1 = { -C - ID(M/C) - I  C -1 + C-1D(M/C)- IAC -1] 
(M/C)  -1 - (M/C) - IAC  -'  • 
Replacing M-  1 in (K /M) ,  we get 
( K/M) = L - [G, H]  
× 
-- C -1D(M/C)  -1 
(M/C)  -~ 
C -1  -4- C-1D(M/C)-IAC -1 
=L- I t , . ]  
-C -1D(M/C) - 'E  + C-1F + C-1D(M/C) - 'AC- 'F  1 
X (M/C) - 'E  - (M/C)- IAC-1F 
=" L - GC-1F  - [ H - GC-1D] (  M/ /C) - I [  E - AC-1F]  
From (2.11) and (2.4) we get the second Sylvester identity: 
THEOREM 2.4. Let K and M be the matrices defined respectively by (2.7) 
and (2.1). If M and C are nonsingular, then we have 
(r, /M) = ( ( K /c ) / (  M/c)  ) 
(2.12) 
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In Section 3 we will use the Sylvester identities (2.10) and (2.12) to obtain 
an algorithm which is an extension of Algorithm A2 to the matrix case. We 
will also give another algorithm which is an extension of Algorithm A3. Their 
kernels will be also studied. 
3. MATRIX EXTRAPOLATION ALGORITHMS 
In this section we shall give a definition of the matrix extrapolation 
problem, and we shall also give two transformations for solving this problem. 
For these transformations we shall give two recursive algorithms for comput- 
ing them. We will use the Schur complements with their properties and the 
Sylvester identities, as defined in Section 2, for deriving these algorithms. 
The first one will be called the matrix E-algorithm, and the second one will 
be called the matrix general recursive projection algorithm (MGaeA for short). 
They are respectively the extensions of Algorithm A2 and Algorithm A3 to the 
matrix case. 
3.1. The Matrix E-Algorithm 
Let (S,) be an r x s complex matrix sequence, (Gi(n)) be an r × p 
complex matrix sequence, and A i be p × s complex matrices for i = 1 . . . . .  k 
with k a fixed integer. The natural idea of matrix extrapolation processes i to 
assume that the matrix sequence (S,) to be extrapolated behaves like 
i=k 
S = S , -  ~G~(n)  A~, n =0,1  . . . . .  (3.1) 
i=1  
where S is the r × s matrix extrapolated value of S,. So let Y be an arbitrary 
r x p complex matrix. Then from (3.1) we get 
i=k 
Y*aSn+  = EY*aC,(n +j)A,, 
i=!  
j=0 ,1  . . . . .  k- l ,  n = 0 ,1 , . . . ,  
(3.2) 
where Y* is the adjoint matrix of Y. The unknown matrices A~ can be 
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obtained from the linear system (3.2): 
Y* AS,+k_ 1 
= [ [  * AGI(n) 
• AGI(n +k-  1) 
... y*  AGk(n  ) 
• .. Y*  AGk(n  + k - 1) 
X [i 1 
k 
(3.3) 
For m = 1 . . . . .  k let D(m ") and N~ (") be the matrices given by 
D(m n) = I[ * AGI(n) "'" Y* AGm(n) 1 * AGl(n + m - 1) "" Y* AGm(n + m - 1) 
Nn(z n) = 
s. c1(,0 ... G.,(n) ] 
Y 'AS ,  Y* AGI(n ) ... Y* AGm(n )
• o • • 
Y*±S.+m-~ r *aC~(n  + m - 1) ... Y*AGm(n + m -- 1) 
Assuming that the matrix D(k ") of (3,3) is nonsingular and replacing the 
matrices A i in (3.1), we get 
S=S,  -- [Gl(n ) . . . . .  Gk(n) ] [Dtk" ) ]  - '  . 
[Y* AS,+k_I 
which shows that S can be written as a Schur complement. Since S is an 
approximation of the limit or the antilimit of the matrix sequence (S,) which 
depends on n and k, it will be denoted by E(k n) and, we have 
E(k n) = ( Nk(n)/D~n)). (3.4) 
As we remarked, E(k n) is an extension to the matrix case of Yk(Sn) defined 
by (1.5) in the vector case. Now we will give a recursive algorithm for 
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computing El n) defined by (3.4). First we need some results• For m = 
1 . . . . .  k -  1, i=m + 1 . . . .  , k ,  and n =0,1  . . . . .  we set 
Gi ( l l  ) GI( ii, ) --" G,,t(.) ] 
Y* AG,(n) 
D~ 
Y* kG/ (n  + m - 1) 
- m i --m / 
c~.:,?, = ( N,~,7?/D~:'). 
and 
T(n,J) = 
Q(mn , J ) = 
G,(n) 
Y* aG,(n +j) 
Y*  AGi (n  + j  + m - 1) 
Sn 
Y*  AS,,+) 
LY* ASh '+ j+ m-  1 
c~(n) 
C,(, ,)  "'" Gm(n) 
D~m',') 
]/ 
REMARK 3.1. We have 
<:9, = r,~:;i °~, 
(D~m2 1/D~m,,, ) ____ y* r~,n+m+l-m ~-  ~, ' ,+~-m'l  [ m,m+l  *m,m+l  ]" 
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DEFINITION 3.1. The matrix sequence D~ ") is said to be a block strongly 
]D, ~, [4 :0 form=l  . . . . .  kandn=O,  1,.. .  nonsingular matrix sequence if (") 
Throughout this paper we will assume that the matrix sequence D~ ") is a 
block strongly nonsingular matrix sequence. 
LEMMA 3.1. For  m = 1 . . . . .  k,  we  have  
Y*G ('+1) = Y*T  (n+l '0 )  ~-  [ l~(n) / l~(n+l )~ Y*T,},"'p,,,. 
m- l ,  m m-  1, m ~, ~m /~m--  1 ] + - , 
Proof .  The result follows from the definition of D~ "), and from (2.4), 
(2.5), and (2.6). • 
LEMMA 3.2. For  m = 1 . . . . .  k - 1 and  i = m + 1 . . . . .  k we  have  
y*[T(,+,, , - l , -m-1)_ T(,,? -.... -,~)] L - m, i - m, 
= y .  [T(n+m+l,-,,,) __ T(,+m,-,,+l)] 
t m- -  1, i m- -  1, i 
D(n+D/D(n+l) '~[r~(n) /D(n+l)~- ly*[~(n+l ,° )  T,~n'~)i] " 
- - (  m / m-1  ] t ,a '~m / m- I  ] [ m- l , i  - -  - , 
This lemma can be proved immediately by using (2.4), (2.5), (2.6), and the 
second Sylvester identity (2.12). 
LEMMA 3.3. For  m = 1 . . . . .  k ,  we  have  
y . [p (n+ra+l , -m-1)__  Q(mn+m,-m, ] 
__- y .  [p},n+lm + 1,-m)_ '¢mI-l(n+m'- 1 -m+l ) ] j  
O(n+ 1 ,0 )  - -  Q(n_ l l ) ] .  +' , , - ( "  
t, ~m /~m-  1 11, 
This lemma can be proved by using the same technique as that used in 
the proof of the lemma 3.2. 
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THEOREM 3.1. Form = 1 . . . . .  k -  l and i = m + 1 . . . . .  k, we have 
= -- Y* G("+ 1)m-  1,  m\ [Dt~+I ) /D~-+l l ) )  -1Y*m 
X [T (n+m+l'-m-1) (n+m, t m,i __ T~mi -m) ] .  
C ("+1) and using Proof. Applying the first Sylvester identity (2.10) to --m,i , 
(2.4), (2.5), and (2.6), we have 
C(,,+l) G(n+l) __ ¢'7_(n+1) [Dn+I)/D},~a_+ll))-I [T(n+m+l,-m) __ T(n+ .... -rn+l)] 
m,i  = m- - l , i  ~m- l ,ml ,~m Y*L  m- l , i  m- l , i  
and applying the second Sylvester identity (2.12) to G ("). and using (2.4), 
(2.5), and (2.6), we have 
Gtn)~ = T,!"_'I),- T~",~)m(D},f)/D,(:'_+I 1)) ~Y* [Tm("_+lli °) - T~"_,]),]. 
So we have from Y* AG,(~'{, by applying (2.5), (2.6), and Remark 3.1, 
Y*C ( '+ ' )  - ~*T(" , ' )  = y* IT  ( '+ ' ' ° )  - T~",I),] m- 1 ,  i - -  m - 1 ,  i [ m - -  , ,  i - " 
We have also 
Y* aG~"). = Y* rT (°+~,°) - 7,I~'~ I),] - Y 'C ;  "+"  /n '+ ' ) , '~ ,o '+ ' )~-~Y * m,t I m- - l , i  m--l,ml,~m /~m--1  ] 
[T(,,+m+ l , -m) _ Ttn+m,-m+ l)] 
~[ m- - l , i  m- - l , i  
+ Y * T~'2 I', m ( D~,'~)/o(mn+l 1) ) 1 y ,  [ T(nn_+lllO) __ T~'_' l),, ] 
= {( D(.:')/D~"-+i 1)) + Y* T,},,"_' l)m}( Dtm")/DC,:_+l'))-lY* 
x [ r ,~_+l~i° ' -  T,~,"_ I',1 
-- Y * G(.: ' +,I'm( D},:' + 1)/D},['+d) - 'Y  * 
[ /(n+m+ 1, --m) T(n+m,  --m+ 
XL*m- l , i  --  m 1,i l)], 
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and applying Lemma 3.1 and Remark 3.1, we have 
y*  AG(n  ,) = y*G(n+l l , )m(D(n) /D(m"+?) ) - l y* [ r tm"_+l~i  ° )  - r("_,l!,] 
__ y :¢ G(nn_+ll,) ( D[nn + 1)//O(nn_+ 1,) -1y ,  
X [ T(n+m+l'm-l,i -m) __ ,T,(n + m,.m_l, i  -m+ 1)]l 
= _y,~(.+1) [D(n+l)/D(n+1)~-i 
~,n- l ,ml ,  m / m-1  ] 
X {Y*[T,,(,L+I'~ + l ' -m) -  T,(~+I',~' re+l)] 
_ ( O(: + 1)/O(n_+ll,)( O(n,/D(:,_+ll))-1y. [ T,}f +1 !} o) _ r,} n_. l!i ] }, 
and finally we obtain the result by applying Lemma 3.2. • 
REMARK 3.2. From Theorem 3.1 and Remark 3.1 we have 
y ,  (n) 
AGm ' m + 1 
THEOREM 3.2. 
= __Y*F2'_(n+l)  [ l l (n+l ) / l~(n+l )~- l [ l~(n)  /l~(n)~ 
~m- l ,mk~m /~m-1  J I, ~m+l /~m J" 
For m = 1 . . . . .  k we have 
r *  Zi~,:" = r* [  E.': +'' - ~, : ' ]  
= - Y* C 'm%"m(O.  'n ÷ ' ' /D`m~7))  ' r * 
X[p(n+m+l , -m-1)  __ O(n+m,-m)]  
m ~m " 
Proof. Applying the first Sylvester identity (2.10) to E ('+l), and using 
(2.4), (2.5), and (2.6), we have 
E(n+l) = F(n+l) __ G(n+l) [D(n+l ) /F l (n+l )~- lV*  
m Um-1  m- l ,m~,Um /Um- I  J 
[{ ) (n+m+ 1, -m)  iQ(n+m, -m + 1)] 
X [ .dm_ l  - -  "m'm- I  , 
and applying the second Sylvester identity (2.12) to E(,,~, ) we have 
E(m n) = t,~(n, 1) -- T(m n, 1) [ F l (n ) / l l (n  + 1)'~ - ]  y*  [/~(,, + 1, O) -- Q}#,_o] 
Ym-1  -1 ,ml ,~m /~m- I  J - -  LSc"m-1 
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So applying Remark 3.1 and Lemma 3.1, we have 
~* AE(n)= y*  [p~:+?,o)_  p~n,,,))] 
-- y,G(n+ll)m(_ , D(:,+ 1) /y l (n  +/~m-  11)'1 - 1 J
× (y .  r . .+, ,~ + ~  ~m -  ~, -m,_  ~,,,'(°+" -o,+,]_ 
_(  D(~, + ,)/D(:,+ I))( D}:,,/D(:,+I,)-'y. [ QI.+ 11. o, _ Q(mn-~' ] )
_ y ,  [ c ) ( r ,+ l ,0 )  _ ( ) (n ,  1 ) ]  
t '~ 'm - 1 'Wm - 1 ] 
= - r *  a(.:_+?>m(D~:' + "/D(. : '  +? ' ) - I  
× (~*  [e~:+r+' , -~ '  - '~("+-~, - '+ '1  _ , m- 
_(/9(,.+ 1)/D(:,_+ 1)) ( D(.)/D(r+ll))-'y.[Q}:+I, o) _ Q(m,,_l)] }, 
and finally we obtain the result by applying Lemma 3.3. • 
Now we can give the matrix E-algorithm. 
THF~OREM 3.3. If the matrix sequence g*G(m~ 1,,n is nonsingular for 
m = 1 .. . . .  k, then E~ n) defined by (3.4) can be computed recursively by the 
following algorithm, called the matrix E-algorithm: 
ALGORITHM A4. 
F~(on)=Sn, ~(n)=Gi (n  ) for i=1 ,2 , ,  k and n=0,1 , .  ~0,  i • • ~ " • ° 
For m= 1 . . . . .  k and n =0,1  . . . . .  
E}n) = EO,)I _ G(n) l,m[y. AG(n ) ] - l y .  AE(n ) 
m - 1, m ] m - 1"  
For i = m + 1 . . . . .  k, 
Gra n)" = G(n) - G(n) m[ r *  AG}201 m] -1.y, /~G(n) ,~ m-l, i  m-- l ,  , m- l , i "  
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The proof of this theorem follows by applying the first Sylvester identity 
(2.10) to E~,, ") and Gin, i and from Theorems 3.1, 3.2 and Remark 3.2. 
Now we will give a result about the kernel of Ek (") 
THEOREM 3.4. Ek (n) = S for  all k and all n if  and only if there exist p × s 
complex matrices (Ai)~=, ..... k such that S = S, - 5~I=__~G,(n)A, for  all n. 
Proof. If S = S, - F~IZklG,(n)Ai for any n = 0, 1 . . . . .  then by con- 
struction of E~ n~ we have E (n) = S. Now assuming that for any k and any n 
we have Ek (") = S, then applying the definition of the Schur complement to 
E~ "), we get 
Y* AS n ] 
-1  . 
E (n) = St , -  [G l (n ) ,G2(n  ) . . . . .  Gk(n)][O~ n)] [ - ,ASn+k_ lY  
Setting 
LY* AS.+~-I LA~'O 
(3.5) 
we will show that A~" + 1) = A~,,) for i = 1 . . . . .  k. We have from Theorem 3.2 
y*  AE~ n) = y*[E(k n+l) -- E(k n,] 
~___ __V*( - ' (n+l )  [r'l(n+ --, Jk_l.k~,~,k ')//D(n_+l 1)) - 1Y * 
>([p~n+k+l,-k-1)__p(n+k,-k)].  
Assuming that E(k n) = S for n = 0, 1,. . .  , and the matrix y.p(n+l),~,k_l,k is 
nonsingular, we get 
o = r* [Q( , ° -+, , - , - , -  
A(") 
= r*aSn+~ - [ r *AG, (n  + k )  . . . . .  r *aa~(n  + k ) ]  " . (3 .6)  
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So from (3.5) and (3.6) we have for j = 0 . . . . .  k and n = 0, 1 . . . .  
Jr* AC~(. + j )  . . . . .  Y* aCk( .  + j ) ]  
A(n) 
• = Y*  AS,+j .  (3 .7)  
LA2 '' ] 
Subtracting the ( j  + 1)th equation in (3.7) for n from the j th  equation in 
(3.7) for n + 1 we get 
D~" + I) 
A(n+l) __ A(") 1 
a~,,+ ~, _ A~n, 1 
0. 
It was assumed that D~ n~ is a nonsingular matrix sequence; thus we have 
A~ ,,+1) = A~,,) = A i 
and 
i=k 
~n~ = s = Sn -- I2 C,(n) A,. • 
i=1 
3.2. The MGRPA 
Now let us consider the following matrix extrapolation problem. Let (S , )  
be an r × s complex matrix sequence, and for i =- 1 . . . . .  k let (G i (n ) )  be 
r x n i complex matrix sequences and (~)  be n i × s complex matrices, with 
n~ + n 2 + .,. +n  k ~< r. Assume that 
i=k  
s=sn-  g c , (n )£ ,  n=0,1  . . . . .  (3.s) 
i=1 
where S is the r × s matrix extrapolated value of S. .  For  j = 1 . . . . .  k let 
Yq +j be an r × nj complex matrix; then from (3.5) we have 
i=k  
Y* .  as. = F__. Y~*+j a t , ( . )  
i= l  
for j = 1 . . . . .  k and n = 0, 1 . . . . .  
(3 .9)  
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The unknown matrices ~ can be obtained form the linear matrix system 
(3.9): 
Yq+k'ASn ] L Yq+k AGI(n) 
• . .  r~*+ ~ ac~( , , )  
• .- r~*+~ c~(,,) 
(3.1o) 
For m 1 . . . . .  k, let D(") --(") = _ .... N,,, be the matrices given by 
~")  = 
r~*+, a t , ( , )  .-. r,,*+laC,°(,,) ]
l r~*+,,, at,( , , )  --. r,?+,,, at.,(,,) 
~ n) 
Sn c,(,,) ... c,,,(,,)] 
Y~+ I AS. 
--(n) 
' D , , ,  
L Y,:+,,i a ~,, 
--(n) and for m = 1 . . . . .  k - 1 and i = m + 1 . . . . .  k let N,n ,i be the matrix given 
by 
[ c,(~) c~(.) . - -  
/ 
-~,,~ /r*+, At,(,,) 
N,~,, i = --in) 
• Dm 
[Y:+., ;c,(.) 
¢,,,(n) 
Assuming that the matrix D~') of (3.10) is nonsingular and replacing the 
matrices A i in (3.8), we get 
S=S n - [ c1(~)  . . . . .  c~(~) ] [~, , ]  
Y'~÷ I'AS" 1" 
(3.11) 
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We remark that S can be written as a Schur complement; i f /~")  denotes 
an approximation of S, then we have 
~(.) [ KT(,,) /~(,,)~ (3.12) 
/~k (") is an extension of ~k(s,,) defined by (1.5) to the matrix case• Now we 
will give a recursive algorithm for computing El ") defined by (3.12). We need 
some results. We will recall the matrix recursive projection algorithm [20] 
(the MRPA). Let X 0 be an r × s complex matrix, and for i = 1 . . . . .  k, let X~ 
and Zi be r × n i complex matrices, with n I + n 2 + -'. +n  k ~< r. We con- 
sider 
[ Z~X~ .-. Z~X~] Dk= 
Z k X~ "" Z k X~ 
= 
Xo X1 ... X k ] 
Z~X0 Z*X~ .-. Z*Xk 
LZ~Xo z~x~ ... ztx~ 
X~ X 1 "'" X k ] 
z*x i  Z~'X~ .-- Z~'Xk 
Nk, i  ~ • . 
LZtX, z :x~ ... z'~x~ 
If  ]Dkl ~ 0, we set 
~ = (Nk/Dk),  
G~, = (N,.,/Dk). 
I f  D k is a block strongly nonsingular matrix, it has been shown that the Schur 
complement Ek can be computed recursively by the MRPA [20]: 
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ALGORITHM A5. 
Eo =Xo,  Go,i =X i  for i = 1,2 . . . . .  k. 
For m --- 1 , . . . ,  k, 
E,,, = Era_ 1 - G,,_I , , , [Z*G,, ,_ I ,m] Z,,E,,,_ l, 
For i = m + 1 . . . . .  k, 
Gm,,= (~m- l , i  - -  Gm-l,m[Z~mGm-l,rn]-lz~Gm-l,i • 
DEFINITION 3.2. The matrixsequence D(k ") is said to be a block strongly 
nonsingular matrix sequence if fD(,")l 4 :0  for m = 1 . . . . .  k and n = 0, 1 . . . . .  
Throughout he rest of this paper we will assume that ~n)  is a block 
strongly nonsingular matrix sequence. Now let ~o,), --.,,~("),, H(,,), and W,~(;~ be 
the matrices given by 
(, ssn ,nl  / 
~(d) 
Yq*+., AS. 
~n~ = 
[,1,..n ,nl  ) 
r~*+., Ac,(n) 
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Apply ing the first Sylvester ident i ty (2.10) to E-,(~ ") and C("). and apply ing 
- -m,  1 ~ 
(2.4) and (2.5), we get 
- -  - -  [V*  l;V(n) ] - I  , --m~(n) = E},:,) ] _ G( :o  1 .... [ 'q+m' 'm- - ! .m]  Y¢;+m/-/(n)''m-l' 
~(n) .  = G2~:, ) l . i  - G2~: ') 1,m[~:?+mW~}~n)l,m] -1Y$  w(n)  m, l  ~q+m "" m-  l , i "  
For  comput ing  W,~"} we use the MRPA by sett ing X 0 = AG,(n) and 
Xj = AGj (n )  and Zj = Yq+j for j = 1 . . . . .  m, and for comput ing  H .  ('0 we 
set X 0 = AS,, and X, = AGj(n) and Z = Yq+j for j = },~ . . . .  m. So we 
obtain an algorithm, wiaich can be appl ie~ for comput ing  bS~ ): 
THEOREM 3.5. For computing E~") we can use the following algorithm, 
called the matrix general rec~trsive projection algorithm (MGRPA): 
ALGORITHM A6. 
~:},") s,,, ~("} asp,, ~(°) G(n), w("}=aG(n) "~-- ~ JO ~ ~( ) , i  ~ O, i  
for i = 1 ,2  . . . . .  k and n =0,1  . . . . .  
For  m = 1 . . . . .  k and n = 0,1  . . . . .  
Em = Em ] -- ~m- l .m "q+m*'m-1 ,  
H,}:O t.(,,) _ WOO , , [y*+.,W,~n) ml - ]y .+mH(- )  
I I m - I . I  - i ,  ]. ] - , ] I • 
For  i =m + 1 . . . .  , k ,  
-- ~-_(n) m[y* 1~/(n) m] - lV*  IX7 (n) 
w,~?~ = w,~"~,, - ..,._-~o% rv . .~-oo  1 - '~ . .1o .  
- , m["q+m"m- l ,m]  J 'q+mV'~m- l , i "  
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Now we will give a result about the kernel o f /~") .  Assuming that 
. . .  
is a nonsingular matrix, then we have the following result: 
THEOaEM 3•6. E~") =S for all n and all k if and only if there exist 
n, × s complex matrices (A~)~=~ ..... k such that S = S, - EI:JG,(n) ~ for 
all n. 
Proof. I f  S = S, - E i -~G,(n) ,~,  then by construction we have E~") = 
S. Now assume that for k = 1,2 . . . .  and n = 0 ,1 , . . .  we trove ff2~ " )= S. 
Then, applying the definition of the Schur complement to E~"), we get 
Setting 
we get 
~,~, = s . -  [c,(n) ..... C~(n)][~°']- '  I
Y~+ 1•AS. }. 
Yq+k•AS, J 
i=k i=k 
~"+ ', - ~-~ = as,, - g aC,(n) ~"' + E C,(n)[ ~"+ 1, _ ~,,+ 1,1 
i=1  i=1 
= O. (4.13) 
Multiplying (4.13) by Yq*+j for J = 1 . . . . .  k, we get the following matrix: 
[ Y~+IGI(n+ 1)•  "'" Y~+lGk(n+ 1) 1[,~,,)-~,,+1)• 
=0,  
[ Yq+kGl(n + 1) -.. yk*G~(n + 1) J[,~k,,) _ ~+ 1) 
which implies the result• • 
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Invoking Remark 1.1, the MGRPA can be used for giving the versions of 
the RRE, the MPE, and the MMPE methods in the matrix case for solving 
systems of block and matrix linear equations. These questions are under 
investigation. 
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